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Contributors
People behind The Yards

This issue of The Yards offers a re-think on several elements of the magazine, including how we present our amazing
contributors. We figured rather than a small headshot and bio that we’d ask them to gather, meet one another and build a
bit of community. It’s what this magazine is all about, after all.
Eric Bowling
(Clearing the air, pg. 20)
IN EDMONTON: 35 years
FAVOURITE EDMONTON
PLACE: The river valley trails
WHAT YOU LEARNED WRITING
FOR THIS ISSUE: The the big
smokestacks you see on the
edge of the city affect climate
change but not necessarily local
air pollution.

Miranda Herchen
(Food evolving, pg. 15)
IN EDMONTON: 22 years
FAVOURITE EDMONTON
PLACE: Hotel Macdonald
WHAT YOU LEARNED WRITING
FOR THIS ISSUE: Fusion cuisine
is alive and well in downtown
Edmonton.

Robyn Paches

President, Oliver
Community League (OCL)

OCL PRESIDENT COLUMN

We need a greener city

E

dmonton’s weather this summer was
STRANGE. Some days the city felt like
Vancouver. It would be 30 degrees and
sunny one moment, and then we’d see a
torrential downpour the next. Couple this
erratic rain with the hottest July, since
recording began, on planet Earth, and you
don’t have to go far to see the impacts that
climate change is having on our city.
Climate change especially impacts a city’s
core. Urban centres are heavily vulnerable
to increasing temperatures. What we see
is the Urban Heat Island effect. Densely
packed buildings and paved surfaces trap
and hold heat much more effectively than
natural ecosystems or rural areas. We see
this clearly in Edmonton, with temperatures
in the core often being a few degrees higher

DECL PRESIDENT COLUMN

Simple clean solution

S

photos:
William
THE Frost
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Jodine Chase
(Stay healthy – get well, pg. 23)
IN EDMONTON: 40 years
FAVOURITE EDMONTON
PLACE: Folk Fest beer tent
WHAT YOU LEARNED WRITING
FOR THIS ISSUE: I learned
there are many more health-care
options downtown than I thought
there were.

Rob McLauchlin
(Sharing – scooters and bikes, pg. 28)
IN EDMONTON: 30 years
FAVOURITE EDMONTON
PLACE: Allard Hall, Grant MacEwan University
WHAT YOU LEARNED WRITING
FOR THIS ISSUE: I knew escooters were fun; I had no idea they
were so dangerous.

ometimes living Downtown can be
perplexing. One day you’re celebrating
the opening of the new 55-storey, JW
Marriott Hotel in ICE District, other days
you’re scratching your head about some of
the simple issues, like garbage and debris
on our streets.
There’s a lot of construction right now,
and this comes with its own challenges.
We all know it’ll be worth it in the end,
and the capital investment in Downtown,
both public and private, is sorely needed
after decades of neglect. However, it can be
tough for businesses, with street closures
and detours, or just hard to get around
for pedestrians and commuters. Let’s not
lose sight that Downtown is an important
place to do business, live, and visit today
for many people.
Downtown should be safe and clean
every day. We should not wait until all the

Chris Buyze

President, Downtown
Edmonton Community
League (DECL)

than those at the Edmonton International
Airport, for example.
If all residential projects currently
proposed or in process in Oliver are
approved, over 8,000 new residents will
join our community. This means a lot
more buildings and a lot more pavement
to support these people: commercial
buildings, services, and infrastructure to
name a few. Downtown Edmonton is seeing
a similar level of build-up. If we do not plan
accordingly and counteract the Urban Heat
Island effect with enough green space and
smart construction, it will only get worse
in the core. It is especially important, with
climate change, to ensure that we build new
parks, support pre-existing parks, and plan
to incorporate other types of green space
into all future projects.
We’ve taken some excellent first steps.
The new Downtown Edmonton Park will
take desolate surface-level parking lots and
transform them into a beautiful park in an

area where the city needs more green space.
Oliver Park will not be split up, as the land
swap proposal was voted down. The City of
Edmonton will be completing a recreation
and green space needs assessment of Oliver.
The High Level Line is another example – a
proposal that wants to add bounds of new
green space along the treasured Edmonton
tramline.
These first steps are great, but we need
to continue walking this path. We have an
opportunity – a core that is seeing vast
densification over the next few decades. We
need to seize this opportunity to build more
green space alongside more density. If we
do so, we might just build a 21st century
city that can be an example to others and
truly counteract the Urban Heat Island
effect.
Follow Robyn on Twitter at @rpaches for
more thoughts, updates and Oliver–related
stuff.
BY: Robyn Paches

construction is done, or wait until someone
else takes responsibility, to make sure
our streets, alleys and public spaces are
well-cared for and inviting. Overall, DECL
is working towards a Downtown that is
vibrant, safe, and cared for.
What’s lacking with the new public and
private development is a discussion about
operations. Many issues have been tackled
by our city council and city folks over
the years and improved services – snow
removal, mosquito control, bike lanes, to
name a few.
But in my mind there is one glaring missing
piece – an overall focus on cleanliness.
Particularly in our core (Downtown),
important main streets (Whyte Avenue, 124
Street, etc.) and important city entrances.
Operational levels for most of these areas
are the same as they used to be, even though
there has been significant investment and
new development. For instance, there is
more pedestrian-oriented street activity,
yet only standard street sweeping is being
completed, similar to any part of our City.
Ongoing, year-round cleaning seems often

to be an afterthought, and not the primary
focus for areas of our Downtown. When
tourists come to our city, they often stay
or visit our Downtown, yet there is little to
no strategy for keeping “tourist” areas of
Downtown clean.
Cleanliness is especially important on our
sidewalks, even more important around
construction sites. I commend efforts of
Boyle Street Community Service to provide
their “Downtown Proud” cleaning program,
but private money for this initiative has
all but dried up. And it can’t replace a
City’s ability to prioritize cleaning in our
Downtown.
Businesses, residents and property
owners must do their part to keep clean
sidewalks, alleys and other public spaces
where they are located. But it is time for
a discussion around a new “operational”
deal for our heavily trafficked pedestrianoriented public sidewalks and spaces to be
given new money or priority by our city.


BY: Chris Buyze
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Highrise families on the
way up

Tech Sector hanging on

BY: STAFF

BY: Eric Bowling

L

ife is better for families in central
Edmonton these days. The city’s bike
network has made cycling much safer. The
Alberta government brought in a new law
ending the practice of adult-only rental
buildings. And this summer, we saw the
first public playground open in downtown
Edmonton at MacKay Avenue School (which
closed to students in the 1980s and now
operates as a museum.) All of these changes
are making the core more attractive for
families, although without a working school
the Downtown still lags behind Oliver, which
hosts two elementary schools.
Heather MacKenzie lives with her two
children in a highrise in Oliver. She supported

“In our highrise
there are 13 other
kids. Playdates
are plentiful and
coordination is
easy,” -Heather
MacKenzie

the move to end bans on kids in apartments.
She talked to The Yards about the joys and
challenges of raising a family in the highest
density community in the city. Asked if
allowing kids in apartments has made a
difference, MacKenzie says there are more
children attending Oliver school – and more
children walking to school – than ever before.
The city’s Green Shack programs in the core
are well attended. “We were literally kicking
kids out of the core and now that we’re not,
there they are. It’s amazing. It’s wonderful.”
MacKenzie says, “In our highrise there
are 13 other kids. Playdates are plentiful and
coordination is easy – they can just head to see
if second floor Leo or eighth floor Leo is home.
We are able to host family events together
– we have a Halloween Party; carolling at
Christmas in the lobby together. A lot of really
special things happen when a number of
families choose the same lifestyle in a highrise
together.” Lots of nearby amenities makes it
work for Heather’s family: “Within a 10-minute
walk we have skating after work, sledding,

6
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skiing, swimming… three playgrounds within
a 15-minute walk. The legislature grounds
are our front yard and the river Valley is our
backyard.”
Heather’s biggest frustration? “Jasper
Avenue is a big challenge. It’s clear to my
kids that they will never be able to just run off
to school the same way another nine-yearold might. They’re frustrated by having to
be escorted.” Families living downtown may
have a slight advantage over the Oliver kids
in this regard – they can use the downtown’s
extensive pedway system to avoid traffic
dangers. The public library, the museum
and the art gallery are all connected via the
pedway system, which runs under Jasper
Avenue in several places and provides two
points of access to the river valley: Canada
Place and Telus Plaza. The Downtown
Edmonton Community League offers drop-in
playgroups on Friday mornings, and the
Library has also offers programming. The
funicular is also a welcome addition for those
with mobility challenges, including families
pushing strollers. Mackenzie says the new
MacKay Avenue playground is a welcome
addition.
Oliver and the Downtown are close enough
together that, “any service or amenity that
pops downtown has a direct benefit for our
kids and vice-versa.”

W

ith Edmonton’s sixth annual Startup
Week less than a month away, the
city’s tech industries are maintaining cautious
optimism about keeping their momentum in
spite of a tax credit being frozen recently by
the province.
Downtown Edmonton Community League
president Chris Buyze noted office vacancies
decreased in the first half of 2019.
“The vacancy rate is actually lower
downtown than it is in other parts of the city
right now,” he said.
Growth in the tech sector surged in
Edmonton over the past few years with heavy
support from all three levels of government,
but the city’s roadmap to the future has hit a
few bumps of late.
Last October, city council paused both the
Innovation Hub in the Enbridge tower and
plans to establish an Innovation Corridor
between NAIT and the University of Alberta.
Then in August the UCP government froze the
Alberta investor tax credit, pending a financial review. The NDP program was launched
in 2017 to help get new businesses off the
ground. However, Buyze said so far the sector
has weathered the disruptions.
“Ironically, it seems downtown is still attracting investment in tech startups,” he said. “A lot
of the private investment is going ahead regardless of what’s happening at the provincial
government level and I think that’s going to
continue to be the case.”
However, he also cautioned pulling the tax
credit permanently could hinder new startups,
create uncertainty and slow growth.
“We have this private investment. Why is
there a possibility of withdrawal of tax credits
in the provincial government?”
StartupBlink, a Swiss company that ranks
cities for their startup-friendliness, named
Edmonton 95th in the world in its 2019 Global
Ranking of Startup Ecosystems, up 35 spots
from 2017 and surging past Calgary, which
dropped from 108th place to 111th. Edmonton
is home to nearly 400 tech companies and the
University of Alberta is counted among the
best AI research facilities in the world.
Buyze added another benefit making
downtown more startup-friendly has been a
jump in renovations of older office space to
attract new tenants and retain their current
ones.
“We’ve got a lot of capital investments,
we’ve just got to make sure we’re also doing
the little things like keeping it a clean, safe and
welcoming place for people to work, invest in

or even live,” said Buyze. “We’re competing
with jurisdictions across the world. How do we
ensure the talent coming out of our universities stays here?”
Noting Edmonton has a much more diverse
economy than Calgary already, Buyze said it
was important to continue to push for more
economic drivers than simply oil and gas.
“(A stronger tech sector) would poke some
holes in that boom and bust cycle we some-

“Ironically, it
seems downtown
is still attracting
investment in tech
startups. A lot
of the private investment is going
ahead regardless
of what’s happening at the provincial government
level and I think
that’s going to
continue to be the
case.” -Chris Buyze,
DECL President

times experience.”
Startup Week runs from Oct. 21 to 25, with
the city’s 10th annual Launch Party set for Oct.
24.
Offering over 50 workshops for entrepreneurs alongside networking and brainstorming opportunities, Startup Week is the
extension of Launch Party, a celebration of
innovation in its 10th year.
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Oliver Community
League Events

OCL Community Space, 9907 114 St. olivercommunity.com

Join the OCL as we participate in the
city-wide celebration of community
leagues. Keep an eye out on OCL’s
website, social media, and newsletter
to learn more about the event
planned.
Kitchener Park, 114 Street and 103
Avenue

HALLOWEEN TRICK
OR TREAT
October 31, 6:00 p.m. onwards
OCL helps bring trick or treating to
our high density neighbourhood.
Keep an eye out on OCL’s website,
social media, and newsletter to learn
more about how you can participate.
olivercommunity.com

CIVICS MEETINGS

Last Thursday of the Month, 7 p.m.

September 9, October 15*, November
12*, 7:00 p.m.

Join us in discussion on the latest
development proposals and city
planning.

This highly engaged committee
meets on the second Monday of the
month to discuss developments in
Oliver. *Tuesday.

DECL Community Space, 10042 103
St NW

PROGRAMS AND EVENTS
COMMITTEE MEETING

Grace Lutheran Church, 9907 114
Street

First Wednesday of the Month, 7 p.m.

EVENTS AND PROGRAMS
COMMITTEE MEETINGS
September 11, October 9, November
13, 7:00 p.m.

Join us to discuss and plan our
downtown programming and events.
Please email programs@decl.org if
you plan to attend.

Come volunteer with the OCL and
help plan events for the community.

DECL Community Space, 10042 103 St
NW or other locations when required

Oliver Exchange Iconoclast, 12021 102
Avenue

Oliver Community League
9907 114 St NW
Edmonton, AB T5K 1P7
web: olivercommunity.com
e: info@olivercommunity.com
Facebook.com/OCLYEG
Twitter: @OCLYEG
Instagram: @oclyeg
OCL board of directors: Robyn Paches
(President), Luwam Kiflemariam (VP),
Kirsten Mah (Secretary), Cory Hodgson
(Treasurer), Lisa Brown, Justin Keats,
Jade Arnaout, Marc Workman, Derek
MacDonald, Geoffrey George, Les De
Zwaan, Sarah Toderian, Adrian Bruff,
Allison Rosland, Carrie-Ann Cyre
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Alex Decoteau Park

HALLOWEEN POTLUCK
October 31, 6 p.m.
Join us for a potluck and Halloween
activities. Watch for details on our
Facebook page.
DECL Community Space, 10042 103
St NW

THE ANNUAL DECL
HOLIDAY MIXER
December 12, 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
Come celebrate the season with your
Downtown neighbours, partners
and supporters! Light refreshments
and beverages will be served, cash
bar available. Watch for additional
details on our Facebook page.
DECL Community Space, 10042 103
St NW

YARDS FALL LAUNCH EVENT
September 26: Join us and our friends Culina To Go, Odd Company Brewing and
the Foundry Room to celebrate the launch of the fall issue at the Oliver Exchange
Building.
Doors at 6:30 pm, discussion panel at 7:15 pm. Tickets are $5 at the door.

102 AVE

103 ST

September 21, 1:00-5:00 p.m.

DEVELOPMENT
COMMITTEE MEETING

Join us for free local corn-on-thecob and all the fixings, music, and
activities for kids. The community
garden will also be open for folks
to explore and our membership
committee will be available to renew
your annual DECL membership.

104 ST

olivercommunity.com

DECL Community Space, 10042 103
St NW

103 AVE
105 ST

Grace Lutheran Church, 9907 114
Street

parents and kids 0-5 years of age!
Join us for snacks and free coffee.

September 14, 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.

109 ST

New format! We will meet at a
local pub, to enjoy the company of
friends and neighbours. Check our
social media or website for location
announcement closer to the date.

Urban Kids Playgroup for downtown

104 AVE

111 ST

In collaboration with the Edmonton
Community Legal Centre, OCL is
holding a tenants’ rights workshop.
Drop by to learn more about your
rights.

Every Friday, 10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.

CORNFEST 2019

112 ST

September 20, October 19, November
16, 8:00 p.m.

OLIVER COMMUNITY
LEAGUE DAY

URBAN KIDS
PLAYGROUP

OLIVER PUB NIGHT

September 16, 6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

DECL Community Space, 10042 103 St. decl.org

114 ST

YOUR RIGHTS
AS A TENANT

Downtown Edmonton
Community League Events

JASPER AVE
DECL
100 AVE
OCL

99 AVE

What’s a Community League?
Community Leagues are unique to
Edmonton. They’re inclusive, grassroots, community-based organizations found in each of this city’s
150-plus neighbourhoods. They
facilitate healthy, safe, informed
and connected communities by promoting participation in recreation,
social activities and civic advocacy
at the sidewalk level. They’re volunteer-run and promote volunteerism because getting involved is a
great way to learn more about your
neighbourhood and city. It’s also a
fantastic opportunity to learn valuable professional skills, meet your
neighbours and have fun. Join the
movement today!

DECL board of directors: Chris Buyze
(President), Laurissa Kalinowsky (VP), Glenn
Rowbottom (Treasurer), Rainer Kocsis
(Secretary), Jason Gold, Christie Lutsiak,
Michelle McGuiness, Fardoussa Omar,
Cheryl Probert, Tim Schneider, Cameron
Smithers, Bronte Valk, Xiaosu Zeng
Downtown Edmonton Community League
10042 103 Avenue
Edmonton, AB, T5J 0X2
web: decl.org
e: info@decl.org
Facebook.com/declorg
Twitter: @DECLorg
Instagram: @declorg
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Edmonton Wood
Solutions Conference
Wednesday, December 4, 2019
Edmonton Expo Centre
8am-5pm Conference
5-7pm Networking event (separate ticket required)

What is Wood
WORKS! Alberta?

We are a non-profit, that provides information for design
professionals, developers, municipalities and anyone seeking
to build mass timber buildings. We seek to inspire through
events like this conference by bringing in experts from North
America and abroad. These experts will discuss today’s
innovations in wood architecture and construction.
While this event is geared for architects and engineers, there are
sessions that will appeal to all interested in in local architecture
and design. We will have 11 unique one–hour presentations.
This year’s conference includes the following presenters and topics:

Marc Alam, Technical Specialist –
Fire, Codes & Standards, Canadian
Wood Council, Ottawa, ON
Encapsulated Mass Timber: a new
construction type for the 2020
National Building Code of Canada

Carol Phillips, Partner,
Moriyama & Teshima
Architects, Toronto, ON
The Arbour – The Growth
of Tall Wood in Toronto
(George Brown College)

Harbinder Singh Birdi,
Senior Partner, Hawkins\
Brown Architects LLP
How Innovation in
Timber Construction has
Transformed Contemporary
British Architecture

Rob Jonkman, Director, Codes &
Standards – Structural Engineering,
Canadian Wood Council, Ottawa, ON
Effective R-value calculator for
walls: A free tool to demonstrate
compliance with the prescriptive
wall provisions of the ABC 9.36

Marianne Berube, Executive Director, Wood WORKS! Ontario,
North Bay, ON & Lynn Embury-Williams, Executive
Director, Wood WORKS! BC, Vancouver, BC
North American Wood Design Awards: A Showcase
of Wood Design Award Winners from 2018-2019

Visit our website for full event information, speaker bios and
presentation abstracts Registration is now open with an early bird
rate of $50+GST (ends October 1). Regular price is $75+GST (includes
lunch). Networking Reception is $25+GST. Visit www.wood-works.ca/
alberta/wsf for more information and to register through Eventbrite.
This event will offer up to 6 hours of Structured Professional
Development hours with the Alberta Association of Architects.

Artwork created by Jason Blower Illustration www.jasonblower.com
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FALL MEANS FILM – AND FOOD FOR THE BODY AND MIND

The Edmonton International Film Festival is a small yet burnished gem, highlighting excellent movies and allowing
cinephiles to meet and talk to filmmakers and actors. Also at this time each year we enjoy the harvest of the breadbasket that surrounds us–a farmers-market bounty reminding us agriculture is critical to Alberta’s past and future.
And there’s food for the mind, with Litfest–which this year includes a talk by legendary writer Malcolm Gladwell.

Oliver
Downtown

BY: STAFF
HARVESTFEST
/// Oct 17-20
Seasonally inspired dishes with
specially priced menus at dozens of downtown restaurants.
Edmontondowntown.com

Stony Plain Rd

KNOT-TYING CLINIC
/// Sept 25
No more knots that come undone,
Brewery
District
or worse,
that you
can’t undo! Learn
how to tie six of the best basic
knots at this free clinic from MEC
staffers in the Brewery District at
7 p.m. Register at their website.
11904 - 104Oliver
Street Park
events.mec.ca

Paul Kane Park

Oliver Pool

PARK(ING) DAY
/// Sept 20
Check out the over 20 parking
stalls temporarily transformed
into parklets, artistic displays,
104 AVE
design installations and
other enhancements driven
by community members
empowered to reminage the
public realm and enhance the
street space for pedestrians.
107 Street, north of Jasper
Avenue (both sides)

The downtown market runs
Saturdays, 104 Street north of
Jasper Avenue and Sundays, 97
Street and 103 Avenue. Oct 5th
is the tentative last date for the
outdoor market on 104 Street.
Oct 12 and 13 (Thanksgiving
weekend) the market will be
Rogers Place
operating
indoors and outdoors
(weather permitting) at the new
location.
10305 - 97 Street, Edmonton. The
following weekend Oct 19/20
indoor only at the new location

The first of its kind when it
launched in 1986. The two-day
event sees seven galleries in a
two-block radius open their doors
Saturday from noon to 5 p.m. and
Sunday from noon to 4 p.m.
The West End Gallery at 10337
124 St is a good place to start.
facebook.com/
edmontongallerywalk

Art Gallery of Alberta

101 ST

AN EVENING WITH
MALCOLM GLADWELL
/// Oct 2nd

HIGH LEVEL LINE DAY
/// Sept 7
High Level Line Day. Programming is scheduled along all parts
of Edmonton’s historic tramline
including on the downtown side.
There will be musicians, buskers,
theatre groups, improv shows
and other live performances.
Also, lemonade stands, bike repair stations, history and urban
design tours. The lantern parade
at dusk will light up the line.
Various locations throughout Edmonton

THE YARDS | FALL 2019

9797 Jasper Ave, Edmonton AB

/// Sept 21 - 22

JASPER AVE

Food trucks, local goods, live
music, kids programming and
more at this 124 Street staple.
Thursday markets run 4:00
p.m. - 8:00 p.m., from May 9 to
October 10, and Sunday markets
are 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. from
June 2 to Sept 29.
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ETSY Made in Canada - Edmonton
Market. Back for their sixth year,
On The Spot Pop-ups and ETSY
are bringing over 225 designers,
crafters and makers, artists,
vintage sellers and even hand
crafted liquor to the downtown
convention
center.
MacEwan
University

FALL GALLERY WALK

104 ST

/// Thursdays and Sundays

photo: Mack Male

/// Sept 28 - 29

EDMONTON
DOWNTOWN
FARMER’S MARKET

109 ST

124 GRAND MARKET

108 Avenue and 124 Street
(Thursdays) and 102 Avenue
and 124 Street (Sundays)
124grandmarket.com

ETSY MADE IN CANADA
- EDMONTON MARKET

EDMONTON
INTERNATIONAL
FILM FESTIVAL

HOLIDAY LIGHT-UP
/// Nov 14
Enjoy hot refreshments while you
watch the holiday light-up of a
giant spruce tree and the space
surrounding it in Churchill Square.
Churchill Square, 9930 102 Avenue
edmontondowntown.com
DICKENSFEST
/// Nov 29 - Dec 8
Christmas in 19th century England comes to Edmonton, with
European-style street market
vendors, themed Christmas teas
and dinners, and a new adaptation of Charles Dickens’ A
Christmas Carol at the Citadel.
9828 101 A Avenue,
citadeltheatre.com

/// Sept 26 - Oct 5
The Oscar-qualif ying 33rd
annual #EIFF19 brings more than
150 diverse shorts and featurelength films from 50+ countries
to the heart of Edmonton. There
are workshops, panels and
gala events held in and around
Landmark Cinemas City Centre
theatres.

LitFest and the Edmonton
Community Foundation are
co-presenting an evening with
author Malcolm Gladwell as a
preview for LitFest, Oct 17 - 27.
Winspear Centre,
litfestalberta.org/
edmontonmarathon.ca
photo: Terry Ballard

3rd Floor, 10200 – 102 Avenue
edmontonfilmfest.com/

Alberta Legislature Building
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Harvest Fest


  


       
       

  

Food evolving –
from truck to table
F

ilistix, one of the city’s first food trucks
that turned into an on-campus food
spot, is a new downtown restaurant, co-founded by Ariel del Rosario and Roel Cañafranca.
We spoke with del Rosario to find out what
brought Filistix to 100 Avenue and 106 Street.
It’s that hospitality quotient. Food is first
and foremost at Filistix. Everything is meant
to be shared family style, which is unique,
not unique to Asian restaurants, but unique
to crossover-type restaurants. Everybody
shares. Big serving spoons. You get a big plate
of fried rice and everybody shares and tastes.
It was two years ago that we started thinking
about opening an off-campus site. The criteria
for us choosing a spot was, we had to have
[density]. The government district had that
density. The area is starting to become more
developed. I think in the next year or two, all of
those buildings will be occupied or populated
and it’s just going to bring more vibrancy to
the area.
Initially, our idea was to do strictly Filipino
street food, hence the name Fili for Filipino
and Stix for skewers, meat on a stick. And
that’s the quintessential Filipino-style street
food. On every corner you see these little
old ladies doing grilled skewers like satay in
Malaysia or Indonesia. The inspiration came
from that, but as circumstances changed, like
us opening up on campus, we really had to
evolve our menu so that it wasn’t just Filipino
street food.
We had to tweak our recipes so they
weren’t super traditional, so they were a little
familiar. Even the presentation had to be a
little more familiar. We want to introduce our
version of our food. We’ve never claimed to
be authentic in any way. We want to bridge the
gap for people who don’t necessarily know
what southeast Asian food really is. We want
them to come in and feel the atmosphere and
get a little glimpse of the culture.
We want to educate a little bit, introduce a
little bit, where people come in and have good
food, get drinks and enjoy the atmosphere
in a super, super nicely designed space. We
have cinderblocks and wood and plants and
this really cool tiling on our ceiling that gives a
sense that you’re not in Edmonton.
- Interview by Miranda Herchen
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“Good things don’t come easy; the road is
lined with pitfalls. Learning and speaking
English is an important step in the settlement process. It helps newcomers obtain
better jobs, get better education, and become active and happy members of Canadian society.
It was not easy for me to start a new life,
be in a new country and a new culture.
It was difficult finding a job and making
friends. I knew that the most important
part that would help me break through
these barriers was learning the language.
I thought that maybe I couldn’t live here
because I didn’t know English. I asked myself many times, “How can I communicate
with people without knowing their language?” How could I go shopping and pay
my bills? So I finally decided to start the
first step and take English classes.
During that time I met Canadians and
Arabic people who came to Canada. They
were especially kind and they helped me
understand and be understood. I started
to feel that I shouldn’t be afraid and that
my knowledge of English would come in
time. It was then that I connected with
EMCN. The English courses I took were
very useful for me and provided me with
the right way to solve any problem I faced.
I had enough English to ask questions and
I learned that it is ok to ask.
Learning English opened the door for
me to meet another EMCN team member
who advised me to join their Accountant’s
Bridging program. I am now studying in
this program and believe it will help me to
continue my career.
Now I feel like I can pursue my life and
education and eventually a better job,
thanks to EMCN. I will be an active and
happy member of Canadian society and I
am grateful to EMCN for that.
Thank you,”
Maysaa Faroun
Recent graduate, Accountants Bridging
Program

Hello, Hola, Nĭ Hăo,
Salut, neighbours!
EMCN is coming to the Oliver Community Fall 2019
Co-Op Community Kitchen

Daycare Centre

Brand new 1,200 sq foot Community Kitchen providing
accessible space and equipment for cooking and
nutrition programming, community gatherings, literacy
practice opportunities, volunteer recognition, meetings
and organizational functions.

Opening Soon! For more information on availability,
please call (780) 423-9685.

10170 112 Street

emcn.ab.ca

L @YEGNewcomers

780-424-7709
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Playing the title role
BY: Rob McLauchlin

T

he former Land Titles Office sits inconspicuously on 100
Avenue at 106 Street surrounded by temporary fencing as it
sheds its stucco cocoon. No butterfly will result, only an honest red
brick chestnut–a seed that grew into the Alberta capital.
In the 1890s there was a plan afoot to move the office to
Strathcona, south of the North Saskatchewan River. This would
have effectively shifted government operations to Strathcona. If
not for a plucky group of protesters led by militant merchants,
the downtown core and the Alberta capital would likely be in an
altogether different place.
Strathcona was the terminus of the Calgary and Edmonton
Railway and landholders had to cross the river on John Walter’s
ferry to do their business in Edmonton. In June of 1892 the federal
government packed land titles documents and furniture on to
wagons for the trip south.
Edmontonians balked and sabotaged the wagons knowing if the
office moved it would be the end of their hopes to make Edmonton
a major city. Edmonton mayor Matthew McCauley led a disabling
party as officers of the North-West Mounted Police looked on. The
town’s builders set out to build a permanent structure that could
not so easily be moved. It was a solid beast, made of concrete and
brick, 45 cm thick. Doug Gelbert, in his book Look Up Edmonton – A
Walking Tour says this sturdy structure was entered through iron
doors and Inside was douglas fir woodwork, imported from British
Columbia. It was an anchor which held Edmonton and its hopes in
place.
The building design was based on a plan by Thomas Fuller, who
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held the august title of Chief Architect of the Dominion. It’s similar
to Hudson’s Bay Company warehouses of the time. Fuller was
responsible for some of Canada’s most iconic structures, including
Ottawa’s Parliament building and the revered Parliamentary
Library. Over the years there have been two additions to the
building.
The Alberta capital outgrew the one-and-a-half storey building
and the office was moved in 1912. It then became an armory
through both world wars. After the Second World War it housed
the offices and labs of the Alberta government’s Department of
Health. Most recently it housed the Elizabeth Fry Society which
helps women transition from prison to life on the outside.
For much of its history the Land Titles/Victoria Armoury building
was accompanied by its much larger brick cousin across the street,
Arlington Apartments. Sadly that building was gutted by fire in
2005. There had been hopes the facade could be saved but it was
demolished in 2008.
The Arlington’s humbler companion across the street is currently
under extensive restoration. Most Edmontonians who notice the
building could be excused in believing it was always white stucco.
But as the metamorphosis continues it won’t be long before the
red brick that characterizes most of the city’s remaining historic
buildings is again exposed. To some the loss of the building’s
white cladding means loss of an identifiable non-brick landmark,
but many people embrace the red brick genesis of 19th century
architecture and welcome one such landmark back after losing so
many others.

I

Real change –
building a
sustainable city
BY: Eric Bowling

t is the height of the day in the downtown
core, but you wouldn’t know it. The streets
are bare except for the odd person, wrapping
whatever they can around their face to try
and filter out the yellow haze filling the space
between the darkened buildings. The sun
casts a sick glow on anything it touches as
health experts advise people to stay indoors.
This isn’t the trailer for a new science fiction
dystopia film – this was Edmonton twice in the
last year as smoke from forest fires elsewhere
blew over the city.
Heavy smoke and heat waves are two
weather phenomena experts are trying to
re-align the city to face as climate change
progresses.
“Forestry experts tell us the forests are drying
from climate change,” said Alberta Capital
Airshed executive director Gary Redmond.
“They anticipate a lot more burning. So I think
we can expect more smoke in the air than
we’re used to.”
Redmond emphasized smoke isn’t the
only significant air pollution problem facing
Edmonton. Cold air in the wintertime can keep
pollution closer to the ground and lead to air
quality warnings, though ash and carbon particles from forest fires are several orders of
magnitude worse.
A non-profit air quality monitoring group, part
of the Airshed’s work is to bring stakeholders
together to identify potential problems and
brainstorm solutions.
Redmond advises people in good health to
keep physical activity indoors during smoky
days, when the Air Quality Index is at least
seven. People with health issues should take
precautions if it’s as low as three. Covering
your face with a scarf may actually do more
harm than good, because it pulls particulate
matter in your airway.
One solution Redmond advocates is Community Clean Air Shelters, retrofitting public
spaces with air filtration systems to give
people safe places to breathe, which have
been effective at improving people’s health.
Working from the other end is Shafraaz
Kaba, principal architect of Ask for a Better
World and Energy Efficiency Alberta board
director. Kaba has ambitious ideas for dealing
with air quality and other problems facing the
Edmonton downtown.
“Why don’t we build in air filtration in
homes?” he asks while looking gloomily
out at yet another stormy day in Edmonton.
“Or ways to mitigate the effects of massive
amounts of rain?”
Preparing for a hotter downtown
Kaba is keenly aware of the challenges
Edmonton is facing. As part of the Energy
Transition Advisory Committee, he helped
develop the Climate Resilient Edmonton:
Adaptation Strategy and Action Plan an
examination of environmental, health and

economic issues and strategies. It was presented to city council in November 2018.
Well past arguing whether climate change is
real or not, Kaba says the real questions are
how is it affecting us and what are we doing
about it? The solution is to both develop resiliency against Mother Nature’s wrath while
simultaneously reducing the city’s carbon
footprint to placate the elements.
Kaba explains this requires a more holistic
way of thinking about building structures,
ranging from things like the thickness and
insulation of the walls, the glazing and size

“[Forestry experts]
anticipate a lot
more burning.
So I think we can
expect more smoke
in the air than
we’re used to.”
- Gary Redmond
Executive Director, Alberta Capital Airshed
of windows and even simple things like the
material used around them all contribute to
the amount of heat a building can hold on to.
“An example is thermal bridging, where heat
transfer happens,” he says as he motions
to the aluminum trimming of his 10-foot tall
window. “The aluminum frame that holds the
glass is a massive conductor of heat, from
the inside to the outside in the winter and
vice-versa in the summer.”
A more extreme example is skyscrapers,
which effectively act as giant greenhouses,
even in the wintertime. While not the best
holders of heat, they pull enough in over a
cold winter day that many commercial buildings use much of their power cooling the
inside of the building in spite of below-freezing temperatures outside.
“We basically took in a global mechanical
system and said ‘We’re going to do that too,’”
said Kaba. “We need to design buildings that
say, ‘Okay, it’s sunny and –30 C out. How do
we have a mechanical system that warms
cold air instead of using air conditioning?’”
Better heat efficiency not only reduces the
carbon footprint of buildings, it also helps
to minimize the Urban Heat Island effect –
concrete and other materials like aluminum
hold heat and downtown Edmonton has a lot

REAL CHANGE - BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE CITY

of concrete.
This makes heat waves of particular
concern. People with health complications
may not be able to cool off quickly enough.
This happened in Europe in 2003 where eight
consecutive days of over 40 C highs killed
over 50,000 people across the southern
part of the continent. Sixteen years later, the
United Nations now says weather events like
heat waves, smoke, flooding and/or either too
much or not enough rain are happening once
a week on average.
“There’s a bit of a reckoning coming,” said
Kaba.
A huge variety in designs of buildings makes
things even more complicated, each requiring their own solutions. Smaller buildings are
better suited for solar panels because they
have more surface area exposed to the sun,
whereas a taller building only has one good
side at best for solar generation.
“In a tall building, you have a lot more wall
surface area and very little roof,” explained
Kaba. “So you’re forced to consider how
much of that wall you need for windows to
let in daylight versus if you’re going to make
them thick, insulated walls to prevent heat
loss.”
Regardless of the challenges, he said the
goal should be to have every building generating at least some of its power – and potentially even food – to offset the costs of
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building and maintaining the structure.
“It’s not if or should – it’s a must,” he said.
“Every client I have, I can show them it’s a
no-brainer to add solar modules to be able
generate power because it’s also a risk mitigating system.
“As we decarbonize our grid, we will need
any amount of electricity that’s green fed
into our grid. Installing renewables now in a

“Why don’t
we build in air
filtration in
homes?”
- Gary Redmond
Executive Director, Alberta Capital Airshed
new building or a retrofit is far cheaper than
ripping out what you put in 10 years from now
to put in solar.”
Redmond agrees pointing out that adverse
health effects from excessive heat and poor
air quality can have far-reaching economic
implications.
“If someone works in an office building and
they’re having trouble breathing, that affects
the business of that building,” he said. “Air
quality is going to become a business necessity.”
Kaba notes the plan to develop a central
park out of four vacant parking lots downtown
is a good start for offsetting both pollution
and the concrete jungle heat. The next step is
finding ways to establish more indoor green
spaces, since winter is still going to be with us
for a long time.
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“Plants are a natural pollutant scrubber. The
challenge in our climate is we can’t incorporate greenery into the façade of our buildings because in the winter they will freeze
and die,” he said, adding that exception is
green roofs. “You can create a green roof out
of grasses and other things that survive the
winter, absorb water and reduce heat.”
Another hurdle is regulatory. To pave the
way for green roofs on top of more efficient
structures and more renewables built into
them requires legal definitions, which are the
purview of the provincial and federal governments.
For its part, Ottawa has been busy. Changes
to the National Building Code are expected
to roll out in 2020 by standardizing durability
guidelines to reflect climate change trends.
Kaba maintains it makes sense for Edmonton’s downtown be ahead of the green wave
and said the construction industry should
lead the way.
“Buildings contribute almost a third to the
energy we consume as a society and 40 per
cent of our landfills are construction waste,”
he said. “As an architect, I need to design
something and show people how to build it
without that much waste.”
“We have better ideas. Now we just have to
start using them.”

concerned about,” he said. “Then it will give
you a model with all the things you should
think about for your house in terms of structure, roofing, walls, landscape design… Everything down to making sure you anchor things
in your yard, otherwise a high wind could
blow it away.
“It’s giving people the tools and ideas to
start thinking big picture.”

There’s an app for that
Homeowners hoping to keep the smoke out
will soon have a new tool at their disposal.
Kaba has just finished a project with All Sky
One Foundation to be officially launched
in September. The Climate Resilient Virtual
home will allow people to see how their home
stacks up in terms of both energy efficiency and its capacity to withstand a changing
climate in the Edmonton Metropolitan Region.
“We have a website that will ask what kind
of environment you are in, if it’s a new or old
home, and what kind of climate issues you are

REAL CHANGE - BUILDING A SUSTAINABLE CITY

BY: Jodine Chase

HEALTH CARE
IN THE CORE
How to access health resources in the city centre
There are many avenues to access health care in central Edmonton,
the key is deciding what’s right for you.

Alberta Health Services says most
family doctors are part of a Primary
Care Network. PCNs have an online
tool to help in finding a family doctor.
https://albertafindadoctor.ca/ You can
also call Healthlink at 811 if that tool
doesn’t work for you. There were more
than a dozen physicians accepting new
patients in July this year.
Healthlink also offers nurse advice
and general health information which
can be accessed by calling 811. This
option is often criticized because of a
perception that the go-to response is to
tell the caller to contact a doctor or go
to the emergency room.
There are also two emergency
wards nearby, at Royal Alexandra and

University hospitals. These are the
places to go when facing life-threatening
emergencies. AHS provides a handy
tool listing emergency ward wait times
at
http://www.albertahealthservices.
ca/waittimes/waittimes.aspx. Click on
the Edmonton tab for local waits.
The Edmonton Oliver Primary Care
Network
https://www.eopcn.ca/
offers a list of family physicians in
the Oliver vicinity who are accepting
people into care including those
practising at the Allin Clinic at 10155 120 Street, West Oliver Medical Centre
at 10538 - 124 Street, and Generations
Family Physicians at 12220 Stony Plain
Road.
They also offer some excellent health
prevention services including a series
of free nutrition classes including
Healthy Meal Planning and Cooking
For One. Their fitness support includes
a free weekly exercise program
offering 90 minute river valley walk
accompanied by a family physician and
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a kinesiologist, and you can request
a Prescription to Get Active which is
a one-month fitness pass to GoodLife
Fitness in the Brewery District, the
MacEwan
University
Sport
and
Wellness Centre, or the Don Wheaton
YMCA.

+++

Medical clinics and medicentres are
an option for those without a family
doctor. (Side-bar pg 26.) There are
several in Oliver along Jasper Avenue,
and there is one downtown. These
clinics accept walk-ins but don’t do
medical emergencies. The first thing
their recorded messages tells callers is

to phone 911 if the call is an emergency.
Downtown east of 109 Street has been
known as a bit of a health desert but
there are a few new options that have
opened up in recent years – notably the

“Alberta Health
Services says
most family
doctors are part
of a Primary Care
Network”
innovative SAGE seniors centre. SAGE,
the Seniors Association of Greater
Edmonton at 15 Sir Winston Churchill
Square, offers comprehensive health
services, mostly provided by nurse
practitioners, who can do much of

what doctors do. SAGE medical office
assistant Shay Brooks says they can
do wound care, foot care, and much
more. They can also do home visits
in the central area from Westmount
to Gretzky Drive. And their care is not
strictly limited to seniors, anyone over
50 is welcome. There is also a bus
program available.
On the east and north edges of
downtown, there is the Boyle McCauley
Health Centre at 10408 95 Street and
a number of clinics north of downtown
along 107 Avenue, including those
which provide services in languages
other than English including Arabic.
MacEwan University students at the
downtown campus can avail themselves
of a collaboration with the Faculty
of Faculty of Medicine & Dentistry
at the University of Alberta. The
MacEwan University Medical Centre
is touted as a clinical teaching space
that trains doctors, medical students
and residents, as well as nurses and
medical assistants. Students are
assigned a family doctor on first visit
staff try to book subsequent visits with
this physician. Trainees are supervised
by this doctor. And there are mental
health professionals on site.
Prenatal Care is available by referral
at the Mom Care Docs Low Risk
Obstetrics Clinic at the Allin Clinic. A
shortage of midwives means midwifery
care is hard-to-come-by in Edmonton,
and it’s even harder to come by in the
core as all of the midwifery clinics have
moved to the ‘burbs, but you can fill out
a request for care at the central intake
registry at alberta-midwives.ca. And
if you know one of the approximately
100 pregnant women in Edmonton
experiencing homelessness, you can
connect her to the Pregnancy Pathways
Program at the Boyle McCauley Health
Centre, 780-249-7002. Newcomers
needing culturally responsive perinatal
care and referrals can contact the
Multicultural Health Brokers at 9538 107 Avenue, 780-423-1973.
If you think you may have contracted
a sexually transmitted infection, there’s
a clinic for that, at 11111 Jasper Avenue
open during office hours. You can also
call 811. There is a separate STI clinic
for gay and bisexual men and other men
CARE IN THE CORE

Cannabis Career
Training Series
Career Training for the Expanding
Cannabis Industry.

These 13-week courses are offered entirely online
and available in the Fall and Winter.

MacEwan.ca/CannabisTraining

BE INSPIRED

A Destination for ART

From eye-catching murals to
galleries featuring contemporary,
fine, and First Nations art,
let us introduce you to the best
of authentic Edmonton.

Experience creative at 124STREET.CA

+++
Downtown / Oliver and
area Walk-in Clinics
medimap.ca
Downtown Medicentre
medicentres.com
11807 Jasper Ave
780-488-1222
Mon 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tue - Sat 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sunday Closed

who have sex with men with drop-ins
Tuesday and Thursday afternoons at
11745 Jasper Avenue (Bath House;
Entrance in back alley, downstairs;
Outreach Office in the Steamworks
Building). The STI clinics do not offer
birth control services but teens and
young adults experiencing barriers to

“Mental Health
information is
available from
the Canadian
Mental Health
Association”
sexual health and birth control services
can access free birth control and other
care at the Birth Control Centre at
405 North Tower, 10030 107 Street,
780-735-0010. Sexual health and
wellness services including education
for community groups around sexual
health, healthy sexual relationships,
and consent; support for individuals
around sexual health, STIs, pregnancy
testing, and reproductive rights; and
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multicultural community outreach are
available at the YWCA at #400, 10080
Jasper Ave,
780-429-3342. www.
ywcaofedmonton.org.
Mental Health information is available
from the Canadian Mental Health
Association. Their downtown office
is at 10010 105 St NW #300. There is
24-hour help available at 780-482HELP (4357)
After seeing a physician or nurse
practitioner laboratory services are
often called for. Dynalife has locations
downtown at 250,10405 Jasper
Avenue – and in Oliver, 11936 104 Ave.
There is also a lab located at the Boyle
McCauley Health Centre at 10408 95
Street.
If you need urgent care but aren’t
able to get into a medicentre and
aren’t sure you need the ER, you
may want to contact a prescribing
pharmacist. They can renew, adapt or
modify prescriptions, and can provide
prescriptions in an emergency. Oliver
Place, Standard Life and Jasper/117
Shoppers and Rexall Ice District and
Jasper 118 all offer the service. Hours
vary, but the late-night pharmacy on
Jasper Avenue and 117 Street is open
until midnight.

CARE IN THE CORE

Edmonton Medical Clinic
edmontonclinics.ca
11722 Jasper Ave
780-488-4242
Mon - Fri 9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sat - Sun 10a.m. - 5 p.m.

C

M

Y

Jasper Avenue Medical Clinic
jasperavemedicalclinic.com
Same-day appointments, walk-ins welcome
11464 Jasper Ave
780-756-9212
Mon - Fri 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sun 11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Medicine Place Walk-in Clinic & Pharmacy
medicineplace.ca
10660 - 105 St
780-784-0475
Mon - Fri 9 a.m. 6 p.m.
Sat - Sun 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Oliver Medical Clinic & Pharmacy
11423 104 Ave
780-761-0010
Mon - Fri 11 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sun Closed
West Oliver Medical Clinic
10538 124 St
780-756-3090
Mon: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Tues, Thursday, Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Wednesday 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sat 10 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Sun - Closed
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Advanced Citation in

GLOBAL LEADERSHIP
Understanding world
views and effective
cross-cultural
communication skills
Working in culturally
diverse settings
Resolving conflict with
people from diverse
cultures

Wheel sharing – scooters and bikes

Can Edmonton cushion the pitfalls and real falls?
BY: STAFF

E

dmonton’s extreme caution in jumping
on the two-wheeled micro-mobility
bandwagon doesn’t look so laughable as the
trend shakes out in other cities.
Based on shifts to escooters and away
from ebikes, we may have missed the bikeshare boat altogether. While Edmonton
was deliberating, Drop Bike executed a
successful bike share launch in the summer
of 2018 in Kelowna, and Lime Bike brought
ebikes to Calgary in October 2018 and
operated through the winter.
But by May, Drop Bike had pulled out
early from Kelowna’s pilot. In June, not a
single ebike company had stepped into
the Kelowna market and several scooter
companies rolled into the gap. In February
with winter still underway, Lime started
pulling its bikes out of U.S. cities and dropped
“Bike” from its name, even as they reassured
Calgarians they’d keep their ebikes to
the end of the pilot. Yet in early summer
Lime scooters replaced the distinctive
Lime-coloured ebikes virtually overnight.
Bird scooters followed shortly after and
Calgarians scooted through summer.
Within weeks over 60 Emergency Room
visits were recorded for broken bones
and head injuries. OGO, a company with
Edmonton roots, provides a helmet for
each escooter in Kelowna. In June OGO
encouraged Edmonton to proceed slowly.
Our city’s planned rollout doesn’t come with
any special requirements for helmet use.
Other cities are facing a rash of deaths
and head injuries. Atlanta suspended night
scooting after four deaths between May
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and mid-August. Even the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control is weighing in, noting
almost half of escooter injuries involve
head trauma. Councillor Scott McKeen
voted against the move and says ebikes are
legitimate, but, “There are more problems
than answers with e-scooters.”
The market is driving the nature of
our micromobility choices and cities are

“Atlanta suspended
night scooting after
four deaths between
May and mid-August.
Even the U.S. Centers
for Disease Control
is weighing in,
noting almost half
of escooter injuries
involve head trauma.”
embracing
market-driven
initiatives
as inexpensive ways of replacing short
vehicle trips. (Although a study published
in August found about half of all escooter
trips would have resulted a walk or bike
ride instead.) Kelowna’s bike pilot resulted
in 33,000 trips over four months, and 28

per cent would have been by vehicle had
the bikes not been available. As we race
to reinvent our cities to combat climate
change, the stakes are high, and ebikes and
escooters are both reducing vehicle trips,
although it’s not clear if escooter users will
replace the same number of vehicle trips
that ebike users were logging. And – to coin
a phrase – winter is coming.
Escooters haven’t been tested in many
winter cities. When Calgary’s ebike service
rolled out last winter, some wondered if the
weather would keep people off the bikes, but
50,000 trips were logged by May. Calgary’s
escooter pilot will suspend operations over
the winter season, but Edmonton’s standard
license has an expiry date of Dec. 31, 2019
with an option for an extension.
The overall trend last winter in northern
cities was for the big scooter/bike operators
to redeploy fleets to warmer centres.
Coming in late into the micromobility
market might provide an advantage for
Edmonton. The bike network and the 102
Avenue protected bike lanes that connect
the core through Oliver to Glenora are
kept clear on most winter days and they
could offer the perfect testing grounds for
companies wanting to see how ebikes and
escooters work in a real winter city.

Every day the world becomes more
connected through technology,
trade, humanitarian work, and
shared environmental resources.
Strong leadership is an
increasingly needed asset, the
kind of leadership that can inspire
members from different cultures
to respond to a common goal.
Learn how to advance your global
leadership skills and more at:

Our Kitchen
100%

-Narcity Media

-The Edmonton Journal

Three courses
Fully online

uab.ca/GL
780.492.4315

SCHOOL OF CONTINUING
EDUCATION

CONSERVATORY
of MUSIC
Enriching downtown music
education since 1903
Private Music Lessons for
All Instruments and Levels
Workshops, Masterclasses,
Courses and Ensembles
Join the downtown music scene.
We offer concerts in all genres for all music lovers.

780-633-3725
MacEwan.ca/Conservatory

YA R D S FA L L
LAUNCH EVENT
September 26: Join us and our friends Culina To Go, Odd
Company Brewing and the Foundry Room to celebrate the
launch of the fall issue at the Oliver Exchange Building.
Doors at 6:30 pm, discussion panel at 7:15 pm. Tickets are
$5 at the door.

It’s The Yard’s Fifth Anniversary!
I N T H E O L I V E R E XC H A N G E
1 2 0 1 9 1 0 2 AV E | @ C U L I N ATO G O
C U L I N A F A M I L Y. C O M
MONDAY - FRIDAY 10-6PM | SATURDAY 9-6PM
S U N DAY 1 0 - 5 P M | C LO S E D O N H O L I DAY S

Zena

Featuring over 80 artists, including Teresa Wyss

Legislative Assembly Visitor Centre, 9820-107 Street
assembly.ab.ca | 780.422.3982
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Five years on – the Red Star pub was the only choice for a summit with the founding Publisher of The Yards magazine,
Jarrett Campbell, to discuss the magazine’s creation five years ago.
“We had the first meeting here at Red Star. We launched in December, so it would have been March (2014) when we really
started forming what this would be,” Campbell said, adding that the positive response from the community on the launch of
this untested venture was heartening.
“A lot of people liked the idea of a community-focused nonprofit magazine.”
Before The Yards, OCL had a community newsletter that received content from unpaid writers and was distributed by
volunteers to a number of buildings in the community, but was running into difficulty reaching many residents as locked front
entrances to apartment and condo buildings gradually became the norm. As Campbell, then OCL president, looked at how
to increase the league’s reach in the core, he reflected on the opportunity to create a larger partnership with the people who
work, live and play in central Edmonton.
“Most people in Edmonton view the two high density neighbourhoods of Oliver and Downtown as one. You might live
in Oliver and go to the bar Downtown, you might live Downtown and go to a restaurant in Oliver. These communities are
intimately linked, have the same issues and should speak with one voice.”
OCL and DECL are now partnered with the Central Edmonton News Society, which publishes The Yards with professionally
written articles by local journalists and distributes the quarterly magazine by mail to every single resident in central Edmonton.
The reach of the magazine has grown further, with articles posted and shared online for the wider community to read about
why Edmonton’s core neighbourhoods are so special.
As Jarrett set about determining the magazine’s funding and distribution model, Omar Mouallem stepped forward as the
initial editor of the new magazine.
“What you see as The Yards – the voice, the tone, the look, the feel, and how it connects with communities and issue and
people – that’s Omar’s vision,” Campbell explained, noting that engaging with motivated professionals like Mouallem who
live in the area and participate in community league events has been key to the magazine’s success.
“Omar is an extremely talented person, and to have a guy like that step up to help create it, we’re very lucky.”
And The Yards’ luck continues as it changes and grows with its founding neighbourhoods. This fall’s issue was our biggest
yet and we look forward to continued growth and success.
This December’s winter issue will mark the 5th anniversary of The Yards magazine.
- Simon Yackulic, Publisher

